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System Overview
SMART is a data capturing application targeted
towards increasing efficiency and productivity of
project and site works via the near real-time
tracking and monitoring of people and
machinery.

SMART offers two modes for viewing how works
have transpired. Live mode provides visibility of
all people and machinery as the work occurs.
Retrospective provides the ability to rewind time
and watch how works has been completed.

SMART data is coded to merge easily with
project schedule tools, providing comparisons of
planned versus actual resource burn, at any
desired level of granularity.

Each mode provides imagery in the form of
heat-maps, point locations and animations,
giving users the ability to easily visualise and
understand past and current resource activity
patterns.

SMART - Live View
Overlaying project specific work zones onto satellite imagery planners, project managers, and supervisors can
watch the work unfold in real-time over the whole site at once.
Some examples of where Live Mode is useful include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety – accurately locate your people in an emergency
Capturing disruption effects (live)
Efficient site management
Remote site monitoring and reporting
Plant efficiency
Emergency warning and disaster coordination and control
Program activity verification (live)
Trade interface control

SMART - Retrospective View
Using similar imagery as SMART Live Mode,
SMART Retrospective Mode allows for a user to
rewind and playback what has transpired on site.
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Retrospective Mode is useful for:
•
•
•
•
•

Measuring delay effects/impacts
Automated record keeping
Capturing disruption effects (retrospective)
Planned vs actual resource histograms
Program activity verification (retrospective)

A project can be played through in its entirety or
for user defined date/time windows. Enabling
analysts and management to visually see where,
when, what why, and who.

Resources to Data

The SMART Platform
SMART Leverages the security, scalability, and
performance of the Amazon Web Services
ecosystem to process, refine, store, and serve
near real-time data to the end user. Thanks to
Cloud technology, Data travels from device, to

satellite, to data warehouse, to being visible
on our web based SMART portal in the blink of
an eye. It’s like having video surveillance
equipment on every part of a site without the
expense, time, effort, or permanency of
installing physical hardware.

Security and Peace of Mind
As well as making data available for delivering
high value analytics in near real-time, Amazon
Web Services provides the ability to establish
military grade security for keeping
information safe and secure.
Taking advantage of all AWS has to offer, the
Lewis Woolcott SMART platform requires VPN
access, valid security certificates, 2FA, strong

password
adherence,
role-based
authentication, and port and IP address
blocking, to make sure client data always
remains private and secure.
Each specific SMART project is housed in its
own isolated project container ensuring only
people who have been given access to project
data are able to view project data.

An overview of Lewis Woolcott’s SMART AWS architecture can be seen in Figure 1 below:
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Figure 1:SMART AWS Architecture
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Hardware
SMART has been designed to work in the
harshest of environments. Robust and rugged
housing ensures SMART devices can operate
flawlessly in extreme heat or dust. They are
also IP67 waterproof.
While the SMART devices require some level
of communications backhaul for transmitting
their information, they are able to support
several technologies including 4G, WiFi,
Bluetooth, and LoRa WAN. This means SMART
devices can operate optimally in almost any
given situation.

No networktivity SMART is able to go where
no other GPS tracking unit can when used in
conjunction with an additional SatUte or
SatCOW. A SatUte is Lewis Woolcott’s own
design, created to supply satellite broadband
to almost any location on earth no matter
how remote it might be. A SatCOW (Cell On
Wheels) is a mobile cell tower designed to
provide cellular mobile services in areas
where a cell network is otherwise unavailable.
The left image in Figure 2 shows the SatUte
while the right image illustrates a SatCOW:

Figure 2:SatUte and SatCOW

Figure 3 shows how the SatUte works in the field. The SatUte provides full connectivity 10mbps downstream /
3mbps upstream within a 70-meter radius around the truck, while a LoRa WAN network provides a further
2km radius for LoRa WAN based GPS tracking devices to communicate through.
The team leader at the truck, and also base control, can have full visibility of all field technicians via the
SMART portal, accessible through a laptop or iPad.
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Figure 3: SatUte In The Field
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The SMART Portal
The SMART Portal is an interactive virtual world which displays the entire geographic area of the project.
The default portal view is a top-down satellite perspective of the project, allowing for easy visualisation of
all resources within the project boundaries. An example is shown in Figure 4:

Figure 4: SMART Satellite View
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With a click of the right mouse button, SMART enters full 3D mode allowing for more immersive exploration
of the worksite and its resources. The same image shown in Figure 3 is shown in 3D mode in Figure 5 bellow:

Figure 5: SMART 3D Mode

Resources to Data
By default, the project displays Live Data, displaying how work is being executed in real-time. The terrain is virtually
divided up into work zones, designed to match work
Moving through the project history to replay a date/time that has passed is as simple as dragging the project
timeline to the desired period and hitting play. An overview of the SMART portal is given in Figure 6:

Figure 6: Play Through Any Point Of The Project

The SMART Platform delivers high value when viewed in relation to a Project Schedule or Program of Work. The
geospatial environment, viewable within the SMART portal, is ‘virtually’ divided up into work related work zones
that align with the projects Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). An example of such work zones is shown in Figure 7:
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Figure 7: Project Schedule Work Zones
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SMART Analytics
SMART allows a user to perform a myriad of analytics previously unavailable to industry. Showing the data table
that is powering the SMART platform enables the ability to perform a direct export of data so it can be read into a
tool of choice, such as Excel or a Python DataFrame, so ad-hoc analysis can be applied at a data level. The export
feature is shown in Figure 8:

Figure 8: Data Export

Further to data exports, Figure 9 illustrates various tools, provided to help easily identity important productivity
insights. These tools include heat maps that show where the concentration of resources has been, Ghost Mode
showing historic resource movement trails, and Clash Mode showing where non-complimentary resources
are/have been working together:

Figure 9: SMART Analysis Tools

Resources to Data

Improved Commercial Performance
Productivity
Many projects fail to achieve full utilisation of resources at planned productivity rates. A variety of factors can
impact productivity including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site access and accessibility
Workspace and worker saturation
Continuity of work
Work method and difficulty
Sequencing, planning and coordination
Climate and external factors (force majeure, industrial action)
Resource capability and availability
Location and logistics
Defects and corrective work
And of course safety and accidents
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Traditionally the management of these
complex and interrelated factors have been
controlled by site supervisors and managers,
informed by site records and planning
software such as Primavera. However, these
sources of data are retrospective and can be
hit and miss. Often supervisors’ attention is
split many ways and site records are not the
priority. Therefore, understanding the drivers
of poor productivity can be extremely hard to
establish and correct.

SMART provides a real time record of site
activities. Watching production unfold as it
happens or in time lapse allows managers to
view the site with birds eye clarity. Colour
coded resources with heat map tracing shows
areas of potential resource saturation and or
trade clash.
Drill down functionality gives managers the
ability to compare productivity by work zone
and resource type. Specific areas of interest
can be downloaded into excel and easily
integrated with other project controls
systems.

Resources to Data

Integration with P6
The SMART system can be integrated with
Primavera to provide real time reporting of
planned versus actual resource hours.
SMART’s integration with Primavera can be
used to improve the accuracy of progress
updates. For example, if an activity is ticked as
complete in Primavera but SMART shows that
work continues, an anomaly report will be
generated and the planner will be asked to
verify the finish date.

The SMART Primavera integration also
identifies where unplanned work is being
performed. This will raise an auto-alert where
the planner is asked to either create a new
activity in Primavera (a home for the
resources) or confirm that an existing activity
has commenced earlier than planned. These
reports can be used to identify and capture
variations or additional works. It also ensures
a reliable as-built record is maintained.
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Figure 8: Primavera - SMART Integration
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Integration with PowerBI
Lewis Woolcott has developed standard Power BI reports that identify common site issues including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active Devices versus non-movement of plant
Heritage and safety zone breaches
Hours burned by work zone
Overlapping resource report
Service frequency report (e.g. frequency of water/ service trucks)
Previous day’s utilisation
Weekly utilisation / average utilisation
Plant movement report (daily timeseries)
Pre-Start duration report
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In addition to the standard Power BI reports LW can tailor auto-generated Power BI reports to suit client
requirements.

Figure 9: Sample of Standard Power BI Reports
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Insights Reporting
As part of its premium offering Lewis
Woolcott provides productivity analysis that
identifies the causes of productivity trends
and provides strategic insights and
recommendations to improve productivity,
reduce costs or maximise claim recovery.

Insights may be simple and involve the
recommendation to on-hire or off-hire
specific resources to improve productivity and
or reduce cost or may be more complex such
as the production of complex delay and
disruption analysis in order to demonstrate
losses and increase cost recovery.

Insurance & Claims
Demonstration of impacts for both variation
claims under contract and insurance claims
can often prove difficult to substantiate.
SMART identifies the resources that are
directly affected by change (such as weather
event) and allows easy clear demonstrable
quantification of loss.

Using SMART time lapse images it is possible
to show the resources as they cease
production, track the period of downtime and
the loss of direct production hours. SMART is
the perfect tool for quantifying disruption
claims as it provides easily comparable
‘measured mile’ data. It is also possible to
analyse and compare direct resource
productivity factors using the P6 integration
tool.
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Improved Safety Performance
SMART provides a unique, holistic overview of
your project resources in near real-time, with
zoom functionality to cover all areas, along
the full extent of the works’ area. This
provides for visibility of resources in remote
areas, essential for emergency warning,
resource co-ordination and control.

management or resource accessways, to
eliminate pinch points, and resolve inefficient
and high-risk resource and personnel
‘crowding’. This allows for smoother,
optimised project management and enhanced
movement pathways, reducing lost time, and
mitigating risk.

As SMART records the location of resources
with respect to time, a retrospective window
can be provided to show any pinch points
where resources have become congested and
potentially inefficient, including the ability to
review congested areas by trade discipline, to
eliminate ‘trade clash’.

SMART includes the functionality to create
virtual perimeter and exclusion zones,
whereby high-risk areas (e.g., heavy lift zone,
high voltage area, Cultural Heritage, or
environmentally sensitive receptor site) may
be virtually fenced. Unauthorised or
accidental entry into these areas will trigger
an alarm, providing for the option to send
email, voice or SMS alerts to the users,
supervisors, or site management personnel.

By utilising these retrospective views between
key data dates, SMART provides the
opportunity to review and re-organise traffic
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